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Women today represent a larger part of the American workforce

than ever before. The influx of women into the workplace raises

questions about differences in male and female workrelated behaviors

particularly in groups, and decision making. For example, existing

research suggests that men and women have differing strategies in

groups which lead to allocating group rewards differently. Previous

research suggests that men divide group rewards equitably; with the

group members receiving awards in proportion to their productive

contributions. Previous research suggests that women divide group

rewards equally; all group members receive the same award regardless

of individual contributions to the group.

This study sought to determine reward allocation behavior of

men and women. The subjects, who were advanced business students,

acted as impartial third parties and made allocation decisions for

two workers in situations involving differences in productivity,

duration of work, and the expected future interaction of the workers.



The subjects were further classified by Dr. Sandra Bem's Sex-Role

Inventory as "Masculine", "Feminine", or "Androgynous".

Although other studies have reported male and female differences,

no biological sex difference in reward allocation behavior was found

in this study. No psychological gender difference in reward alloc-

ation behavior was found in the worker situations involving productivity

and duration of work. However, the situation which involved the

expected future interaction of workers did produce differing allocation

responses by psychological gender categories. In summary, this

study found that advanced business students will most often allocate

rewards on the basis of productivity. When the factor of future

interaction of the workers was introduced "Feminine" males, and

"Masculine" and "Androgynous" females did not use this criterion,

however.

The results of this study may be explained by the particular

subject pool, by the bi-polar nature of the situations and decisions,

or by the inapplicability of the theory at this time. Cross-sex

gender identification is found to confound allocation decision making

in a situation where the workers will interact in the future.
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Reward Allocation Behavior as a Function

of Psychological Gender and Biological

Sex: A Study of Advanced Business Students

I. BACKGROUND

Today, greater numbers of American women are part of the work

force than ever before. According to the U.S. Department of Labor

Statistics, in 1950, 33.9 percent of American women were employed.

In 1980, 51.2 percent of American women worked outside of the home.

There are approximately 43 million working women in America today.

The increase of women in the workplace has been steady since the end

of World War II. A look at the statistics, which began to be

collected on a regular basis in 1947, shows that the workforce part

icipation rate of women has increased in all but four years, but

never by more than 1.5 percentage points in any one year (Smith, 1979).

Women's earnings, as compared to men's earnings, have not shown

a steady increase, however. In 1967, women earned 62 percent of what

men earned. In 1981, women earned 60 percent of what men earned.

That women earn less than men can be explained, partially, by the

low pay in predominantly female occupations. Also, women often earn

less than men within the same occupation. In 1977, women in managerial

administrative positions earned 59 percent of what men in comparable

positions earned.

Why is it that women comprise an increasing percentage of the

workforce, yet continue to earn less than their male counterparts?

Actually, there are many explanations for this earnings gap between

men and women. One explanation is that women underestimate their
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future work life and fail to consider careers that will produce higher

earnings. Another explanation is that employers view women as less

stable workers than men and resist placing them in training or

management positions that will produce higher earnings (Smith, 1979).

Society's view of men and women is the basic issue behind any ex-

planation of why women continue to earn less than men.

Both men and women in this society have stereotypic views of

.appropriate male and female behavior. The stereotypic man is

"achieving". The stereotypic woman is "nurturant" (O'Leary, 1974).

An analysis of the characteristics most highly valued in men show

a "competency" cluster, including such items as objectivity, skill

in business, and decision making ability. The characteristics most

highly valued in women show a "warmth-expressive" cluster, including

such items as social skills, warmth, and giving (O'Leary, 1974).

Both sexes agree that male-valued traits are more "socially desirable"

than female-valued traits (Rosenkrants, Vogel, et al., 1968).

How will stereotypic views of men and women be effected by the

increased presence of women in the traditionally male world of work?

Changing sex-roles have been much discussed in both academia and the

popular press in the past decade. Both males and females are becoming

aware of difficulties stemming from stereotypical views. Is an

assertive woman seen as being overly aggressive? Do men and women

need to use different styles to be effective in managerial roles? Or

is too much written about sex-roles? Are sex-role differences ex-

aggerated? Will women, as their numbers in managerial positions

increase, integrate naturally into American business? Will men and

women soon be seen as equals in the world of work? Will ideas about
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typical male behavior and typical female behavior change as more enter

traditional male occupations? These are questions that will be

answered over time.

Today, the question of what real differences, if any, exist in

male and female behavior in business seems most relevant. There are

many aspects to a manager's job. Managers motivate, direct, supervise,

and discipline workers. Managers need to be problem solvers and

decision makers. Managers perform a variety of tasks, depending on

their particular organization. This study considers one aspect of

managerial style, and examines the influence of sex-role on this

behavior.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to determine how biological sex

and psychological gender may influence reward allocation behavior.

A reward allocator judges the value of individual contributions to

the completion of a task and decides how to divide a reward among all

contributors. Allocation behavior can take many forms, but the two

most frequently discussed styles are "equity" and "equality" (Levanthal,

1976). An "equity" norm* of reward allocation consists of a division

of rewards based on merit; that is, rewards are distributed in pro-

portion to work performed. An "equality" norm of reward allocation

"A norm is a statement made by a number of members of a group, not

necessarily by all of them, that the members ought to behave in a

certain way in certain circumstances." George Caspar Homans, Social

Behavior: Its Elementary Forms, New York, Burlingame: Harcourt,

Brace & World Inc., 1961
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consists of a division of reward based on equality; that is, rewards

are distributed equally among all persons performing work regardless

of quantity or quality of contribution.

This study examines styles of reward allocation in upper division

business students at Oregon State University. The subjects were

asked to aportion a monetary reward for two workers in three separate

situations. The biological sex and psychological gender of each

subject was noted. The subjects' psychological gender was determined

in this study by using specific categories conceptualized by previous

research on psychological gender. Three separate factors were

examined in the three reward allocation situations. These factors

were productivity, duration of work, and the expected future inter

action of the workers. These factors were used to determine the

influence of differing factors in reward allocation decisions made

by the biological sexes and the psychological gender categories.

This study is needed because much of the available research on

reward allocation behavior considers only male subjects. More data

is needed on female reward allocation behavior. Likewise, very

little research evidence is available on the influence of psychological

gender on reward allocation behavior. Advanced business students

were chosen as subjects so that the data might be applicable to

American business in the near future.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This study expands the existing research on sexlinked reward

allocation behavior by considering the influence not only of bi
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ological sex, but also of psychological gender. This review of the

literature examines the work on traditional sexroles and the notion

of psychological gender. Specifically, Sandra Bem's research on the

behavior of psychological gender is discussed.

Research into reward allocation behavior is based on two separate

areas of research. These two areas are equity research and coalitional

game research. J. Stacy Adams' work on equity and his equity model

are discussed. The application of equity research in business is

discussed. Coalitional game research, and what it indicates about

typical strategies used by males and females in groups is reviewed.

A discussion of allocation behavior follows. In particular, studies

focusing on biological sex differences in reward allocation are

examined.

SexRole Orientation

Researchers have traditionally viewed masculinity and femininity

as dichtonomous and continuous traits. Behavior traits traditionally

exist on a continuum Wizhmasculinity at one end and femininity at the

other end. Parsons and Bales associate masculinity with an "instru

mental" orientation. That is, masculine characteristics revolve

around a cognitive focus on getting the job done or the problem solved.

Parsons and Bales associate femininity with an "expressive" orientation.

That is, feminine characteristics
revolve around an affective concern

for the welfare of others or the harmony of the group (Parsons and

Bales, 1955). More recently, Bakan, has associated masculinity with

an "agentic" orientation. That is, masculinity is associated with a
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concern for oneself as an individual. Femininity is associated with

a concern for the relationship between oneself and others (Bakan, 1966).

The focus of much research is now on the integration of both

masculinity and femininity within a single individual, termed

psychological androgyny (eg. Bakan, 1966; Bazin and Freeman, 1974;

Bem, 1974, 1975; Bem and Lenney, 1976; Bem, Martyna, and Watson,

1976; Heilbrun, 1973, 1976; Spence, Helmreich, and Stapp, 1975).

The concept of psychological androgyny implies that an individual

can be both masculine and feminine; both instrumental and expressive.

An androgynous person is not restricted to a single sex-role orien-

tation. The androgynous individual is not restricted in his/her

behavior by a single focus of what is appropriate. The androgynous

person can be firm or gentle, depending on the circumstance. It

would be possible for an androgynous person to incorporate both

"masculine" and "feminine" orientation into a single act. The andro-

gynous person might fire an employee (instrumental behavior) with a

style that included compassion and understanding (expressive behavior).

Bem and her associates (Bem, 1985; Bem and Lenney, 1976; Bem, Martyna,

and Watson, 1976) have faundthat androgynous people are more flexible

in their behavior than nonandrogynous people.

Bem has examined subjects to determine the influence of psycho-

logical gender on their behavior. The males in Bem's studies exhibited

behavior which coincided with expected behavior in terms of sex-role

theories. Males who scored high on the masculine scale were found

to be much more instrumental and Less expressive than males who

scored high on the feminine scale. Males who scored high on both the
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masculine scale and on the feminine scale, thus classified as

androgynous, were found to be both instrumental and expressive.

Androgynous males expressed behavior appropriate to the given sit

uations. In a situation that called for instrumental behavior they

were instrumental, and in a situation which called for expressive

behavior they were expressive (Bem, 1975).

The results for the females in Bem's studies were not as clear

as for the males. Females who scored high on both masculine and

feminine scales, thus classified as androgynous, were indeed flex

ible in their behavior. They were instrumental when appropriate.

They were expressive when appropriate. The females who scored high

on the masculine scales were instrumental. The females who scored

high on the feminine scale were not instrumental. These "feminine"

females at times were not expressive either. Bem found feminine

females to have the most difficulty in interacting. Her research

found that feminine females have difficulty being nurturant if they

are the ones who must initiate interaction (Bem, 1975). It is

possible that the instrumental act of initiating interaction is too

great a barrier to overcome even when the end result will be a

nurturant act.

Subjects in this study were classified as "Masculine", "Feminine",

or "Androgynous" by the Bem SexRole Inventory (Bem, 1974). (See

Chapter II, pages 32-36 for a complete description of the classification

procedures.) The concept of psychological gender may be an important

factor in any consideration of sex associated behavior. The behavior

of an "Androgynous" male, for example, may have greater similarity
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to the behavior of an "Androgynous" female than to non-androgynous

males. If this is the case, psychological gender may be a more

important issue than biological sex in determining predictable roles

and behavior for men and women in the work place.

Equity Theory,

Equity theory as delineated by J. Stacy Adams (Adams, 1963,

1965) can be used as a model to explain the exchange process in a

relationship. Equity theory considers: (1) the nature of inputs and

outcomes, (2) the nature of the social comparison process, (3) the

condition leading to equity on inequity, (4) the possible effects

of equity or inequity, and (5) the possible responses one may make

to reduce dissonance created by a condition of inequity.

The equity model looks at a Person (P) in an exchange relation-

ship with an Other (0). An exchange relationship is described by

George Homans as "the activity of each of at least two animals re-

inforces (or punishes) the activity of the other and where accord-

ingly each influences the other" (Homans, 1961). Perceived

contributions or inputs to this exchange relationship are weighed

against perceived rewards or outcomes. The Other (0) can be someone

with whom P has a one-to-one relationship. For example, parent and

child are in a one-to-one exchange process. Each brings inputs to

the relationship and each expects outcomes.

Person and Other can also be in an exchange relationship with

a third party. For example, the child and its sibling are in an ex-

change relationship with the parent. Also, two employees are in an

exchange relationship with the employer or supervisor. In each case,
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the Person (P) considers the Other's (0) inputs in comparison with

their own in exchanges with that third party (parent or supervisor).

Equity theory has been most frequently examined in business

settings. Inputs in business settings are such factors as education,

training, ability, effort, experience, and seniority. Inputs then

are what an employee brings to, or has to offer in the business

setting. Outcomes in a business relationship are mainly monetary,

but also include such factors as recognition, status, promotions and

size of office. Outcomes then are what an employee may expect to

get from the business setting. These factors, inputs and outcomes,

must be perceived by the parties (usually employee and employer) as

relevant to the exchange to be defined as inputs or outcomes.

Each perceived input and outcome has an attributed value. The

value can be positive or negative. The value can be large or small.

For example, a young employee may perceive a lack of experience to

have an input value of negative 2 (-2), higher education contributes

a positive value of 2 (+2), and enthusiasm is attributed a positive

value of 1 (+1). In terms of outcomes, a young employee may perceive

the job status as having a value of 1, the pay as a value of +1, and

the prospects for advancement as a value of +2. The employee and

employer both perceive inputs and outcomes to have certain values.

Although, these individual perceptions of input and outcome values

can and will differ.

According to equity theory the Person (P) formulates a ratio of

personal inputs to personal outcomes. Next, P compares that personal

ratio to the ratio he or she has formulated for 0. Thus:



Inputs P is compared Inputs 0

Outcomes P with Outcomes 0

Equity exists if:

Inputs P
Outcomes P

Inequity exists if:

Or:

is equal to Inputs 0
Outcomes 0

Inputs P is greater Inputs 0

Outcomes P than Outcomes 0

Inputs P
Outcomes P

is less than Inputs 0
Outcomes 0

10

When a person perceives an exchange relationship to be inequitable,

tension will occur. The tension felt is proportional to the magnitude

of the inequity present. This tension will motivate a person to

eliminate or reduce the inequitable situation. The following methods

to reduce or eliminate this tension come from the theory of cognitive

dissonance (Festinger, 1957). Tension reduction can take the form

of (I) altering inputs, (2) altering outcomes, (3) distorting inputs

and outcomes cognitively, (4) leaving the field, (5) acting on the

other person, or (6) changing the object of comparison.

Equity theory is based primarily on psychology. This is shown

by the importance of individual perceptions. The difficulty in evalu

ating individual perceptions and motivations have often made the

testing and application of equity theory difficult. Yet, J. Stacy

Adams' general premise of the necessity of perceived input/outcome

equity in exchange relationships has been used in social science

research. Much of this research revolves around motivation in business

situations.
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Equity Research

Business has traditionally been concerned with factors affecting

the motivation of employees. Much of the research involving Adams'

theory focuses on equity as a theoretical explanation of motivation.

This research examines the effect of productivity of over-rewarding

or under-rewarding a subject. Researchers create "over-rewarded",

"equitably" rewarded, or "under-rewarded" subjects by giving the sub-

jects varying information about their qualifications for the task

and/or the amount of their reward in comparison to others who have

also completed the task in varying degrees of competency.

Researchers have found that over-rewarded subjects earning an

hourly wage will produce higher quantity than equitably paid subjects

(Adams and Rosenbaum, 1962; Arrowood, 1961; Goodman and Friedman, 1968;

Lawler, 1968; Pritchard, Dunnette and Jorgenson, 1982; Wiener, 1970).

Researchers have also found that over-rewarded subjects earning a piece

rate wage will produce higher quality than equitably paid subjects

(Adams, 1963b; Adams and Jacobsen, 1964; Adams and Rosenbaum, 1962;

Andrews, 1967; Goodman and Friedman, 1969). Theory explains that a

person who perceives inequity will try to reduce that inequity. An

hourly worker can best reduce the perception of being overpaid (out-

comes greater than inputs) by producing more, thus increasing inputs.

A piece-rate worker, on the other hand, would increase his or her pay

(inequity) by producing more. Therefore, a piece-rate worker will

increase the quality of the product produced.

Fewer researchers have focused on under-rewarded subjects.

However, available evidence does support the prediction that under-
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rewarded hourly workers will produce less and that underrewarded

piecerate workers will produce an inferior product (Andrews, 1967;

Evans and Simmons, 1969; Lawler and O'Gara, 1967; Pritchard, et al.,

1972).

Coalitional Game Research

A separate body of research on coalitional game situations* has

led researchers to use the equity model to describe a particular

pattern of reward allocation. The allocation of rewards in groups

can be quite indicative of overall group behavior. This research

suggests that males and females use different strategies in coali

tional game situations and allocate rewards differently in accordance

with those strategies.

Vinacke and his associates (Bond and Vinacke, 1961; Uesugi and

Vinacke, 1963; Vinacke, 1959; Vinacke and Gullickson, 1964) have

characterized the typical masculine and feminine strategies. Masculine

strategy is labelled "exploitative"; that is, males are concerned

about maximizing their individual share of the reward. Female strategy

is called "accomodative"; that is, females are most concerned with the

social relationships of the game and thus, try to arrive at the solution

most rewarding to everyone concerned. Thus, male in coalitional game

*A coalition is defined as the joint use of resources to determine the

outcomes of a decision in certain specified situations. Coalitional

game situations are mixedmotive games. In such games there is an

element of conflict, since there exists no outcome which maximizes the

payoff to everyone. There is also an element of coordination, since

there exists for at least two of the players the possibility that they

can do better by coordinating their resources than by acting alone.

Gamson, W.A., Experimental studies of coalition formation:. In L.

Berkowitz (Ed.), Advances in Experimental Social Psychology, Vol. 1,

New York: Academic Press, 1964
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situations were likely to divide a group prize on the basis of a

member's personal power (personal power is here defined as the re-

sources a person brought to the coalition). Females, on the other

hand, were likely to divide a group prize equally among members

regardless of personal resources.

More recent research confirms the finding that males and females

use different styles in coalitional situations which lead to different

forms of reward allocation. Chertkoff and Gamson have shown that males

consistently prefer a coalitional arrangement of two weaker members

against a stronger member in a triadic relationship. Males in this

coalitional arrangement distribute rewards according to a proportional

merit rule where members receive a reward amount in proportion to the

contributions they made to the group (Chertkoff, 1966; Gamson, 1964).

Females do not show a preference for any coalitional arrangement, but

do prefer an equal division of rewards. In these group game situations,

males typically display aggressive bargaining and a concern with

strategy (Hottes and Kahn, 1974). Women, on the other hand, are more

concerned with affiable social relations than the competitive aspects

of resource distribution (Nemeth, 1968; Hottes and Kahn, 1974).

Norms of Allocation

The question of whether or not this biological sex difference in

bargaining strategy and reward allocation found in coalitional game

situations can be applied to other areas led researchers to focus on

possible sex differences in other reward allocation situations. Gerald

Levanthal was the first to focus on biological sex differences in

allocation behavior. He proposed that if sex differences in coalitional
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games are due to females favoring interpersonal harmony, then females

should prefer an equality norm of allocation when their performance

inputs are greater and an equity norm of allocation when their

performance inputs are lower. By using this allocation pattern,

females are able to create the most affable situation by always

keeping the least amount of reward that is consistent with a norm

of fairness (Levanthal, 1973). Walster and Walster offered a similar

hypothesis. The posited that if females do exhibit the above al-

location behavior it is because females place such a great value on

friendship considerations. Males, however, generally place a greater

value on success and material outcomes. Men, thus prefer an equity

norm of allocation when their performance inputs are greater and an

equality norm of allocation when their performance inputs are low.

By using this allocation pattern, males are able to maximize their

own outcomes while being consistent with a norm of fairness (Walster

and Walster, 1975).

Much research has been done to determine if these different

allocation patterns are exhibited by males and females. Levanthal

and Lane studies college age subjects in like-sex dyads. They found

that males took more than half of the reward when their performance

was superior and less than half of the reward when their performance

was inferior. They found that females taak approximately half of the

reward when their performance was superior and much less than half of

the reward when their performance was inferior. Females in the superior

condition in the Levanthal and Lane study tended to minimize the dif-

ference between themselves and their partner. Females in the inferior
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condition tended to belittle their own performance. The allocation

patterns exhibited in this study do not exactly match those posited

by Walster and Walster. It seems, in this situation anyway, that

males prefer an equity norm of allocation even in the low performance

condition, while females do take as little of the reward as possible

(Levanthal and Lane, 1970).

Much of the research on sex differences in allcoation behavior

has been conducted with children as subjects. This research has

shown that even at an early age, males and females differ in their

method of reward allocation. Benton studies 9-12 year-old children

who, after completing a task, were asked to bargain over the division

of reward between themselves and their like-sex partner. Benton found

that girls prefer the equality norm of allocation, but will adopt

the equity norm if equal division is impossible. Boys prefer the

equity norm of allocation, but this preference may be overridden by

the competitive achievement motivation evident in boys. Boys, in

inferior conditions are much more likely than men to prefer an equal

division of the reward (Benton, 1971). Levanthal and Anderson studied

pre-school children. Boys took more reward when their performance was

superior than when it was equal to their partner's performance. Girls

took half of the reward in both superior and equal conditions. Neither

boys nor girls in the inferior performance condition took less than

half of the reward, but both minimized their partner's performance

(Levanthal and Anderson, 1970). Levanthal, Popp and Sawyer asked 9

year -olsi children to perform a task and then to allocate rewards for two

ficticious children who had performed a similar task. The allocation
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of reward was to be done both as the subjects thought correct and as

they thought a teacher would make the division. The subjects,

especially boys, gave greater rewards to better performers when

using their own judgement than when they made the judgement they

thought a teacher would make (Levanthal, Popp, and Sawyer, 1973).

In these studies boys always do try to maximize their own outcome

(as posited by Walster and Walster) by using equity as a norm of

allocation in superior conditions and an equality norm in inferior

conditions. Boys may act differently than the men in the Levanthal

and Lane 1970 study because of the presence of greater selfinterest

at an earlier age. Girls do prefer an equality norm. That they prefer

equality even in the inferior condition is possibly due to the self

interest girls possess.

CallahanLevy posited that sex differences in allocation were

part of the socialization differences between boys and girls. Thus,

she investigated children at several grade levels (1, 4, 7, 10) pre

dicting that as children aged they would more closely parallel adult

behavior appropriate to their sex. CallahanLevy also determined the

subjects' sexrole preference. She found that there was an overall

relationship between scores on the sexrole preference scales and

reward allocation behavior. Subjects with more feminine preferences

tended to reward themselves less and regard less pay as "fair".

Males tended to reward themselves more than females and to believe

that more pay was appropriate. These findings were consistent over all

grade levels. CallahanLevy, thus, concluded that the socialization

of allocation behavior seems to occur quite early (CallahanLevy, 1975).
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Other studies show some of the variables which might effect

allocation decisions. Shapiro investigated the effects of expected

future interaction. All of Shapiro's subjects were male. He found

that superior performance subjects who expected future interaction

with their dyad-partner preferred an equality norm of allocation.

Superior performance subjects who expected no future interaction

preferred an equity norm of allocation. Inferior performance subjects

preferred an equity norm of allocation regardless of the amount of

future interaction expected with their partner (Shapiro, 1975).

Levanthal and Michaels investigated the effects of physical attributes

on allocation decisions. Their study also used only male subjects.

The subjects were asked to allocate rewards to hypothetical persons

who were performing a physical task. Information was given about the

person which detailed their body size and training for the task.

Levanthal and Michaels found that subjects gave less reward to those

persons who were physically equipped and highly trained to do well

than to those persons not as well physically equipped and highly

trained, even though all the persons performed the same (Levanthal

and Michaels, 1971). Levanthal and Michaels investigated the effects

of duration and quantity of production on allocation decisions. Again,

their study used only male subjects. They found that with the amount

of work held constant, subjects who worked longer took less reward

than subjects who worked for a shorter duration. When the amount of

work and the duration of work were proportional for each worker the

subjects divided the reward equally (Levanthal and Michaels, 1969).

As variables affecting allocation decisions mentioned above were
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tested only on male subjects, further research to explore female

behavior was needed. Austin and McGinn investigated the findings of

Shapiro further by using subjects of both sexes. Subjects in this

study were asked to make allocation decisions for two subordinates.

The conditions of the experiment varied so that subjects would

interact with (1) a high performance subordinate, (2) a low perform-

ance subordinate, or (3) have no interaction with subordinates. Here,

subjects of both sexes preferred an equity norm of allocation when

interaction with the high input worker was expected. However, a

sex difference emerged when no future interaction is anticipated by

the subjects. Males preferred an equity norm of allocation. Females

compromised between an equity norm of allocation and an equality norm

of allocation. That is, females awarded high performance subordinates

slightly more than half of the reward, but not as much as an equity

norm would have required. Subjects' responses to questions indicate

that males tend to avoid interpersonal cost (e.g., "avoiding conflict")

whereas females tend to seek interpersonal rewards (e.g., "promoting

friendliness"). Austin and McGinn concluded that individuals try

to fit the "appropriate" norm of allocation to a particular situation.

In general however, males prefer an equity norm of allocation while

females pr_efer an equality norm of allocation (Austin and McGinn, 1977).

Terborg and Ilgen, in their investigation of sexual discrimin-

ation in American business considered the consequences of allocation

behavior. Terborg and Ilgen thought that in accordance with Levanthal

and Michael's 1971 findings on external constraints effecting alloc-

ation decision, subjects who viewed females as having to overcome
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great obstacles in business might reward females more than males.

This hypothesis was not supported by their findings, however. In

fact, subjects paid females less than males with identical qualif-

ications (Terborg and Ilgen, 1975).

Kahn, Lamm, and Nelson investigated whether allocators were

better liked if they demonstrated "sex-appropriate" behavior.

Females showed no greater preference for the equal allocator than

did males. The female allocator was not liked more when using an

equality norm of allocation. Kahn, Lamm, and Nelson also report

conclusions which conflict with much of the research. In their

study, females were no more likely than males to use an equality

norm of allocation if they were allocators. Females, also were no

more likely than males to believe that an equality norm of allocation

was related to group harmony (Kahn, Lamm, and Nelson, 1975).

J. Stacy Adams' equity theory and research on coalitional game

behavior has, thus, evolved into research on allocation behavior.

Research suggests that males and females have differing styles of

reward allocation in groups. Males, apparently showing a great concern

for group harmony, reward on the basis of group membership. Every

member of the group receives an equal share of the reward. This

reward allocation behavior seems to be learned in childhood, along

with other behaviors, as part of the sex-role socialization. The

differing allocation behaviors of males and females appears at an

early age, as research on children shows.
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RATIONALE

More women are joining the American workforce. As these women

work their way up the managerial ladder and compete more in what was

previously "man's domain", more understanding of possible differences

in how men and women function at work seems necessary. Reward

allocation behavior may be only a small part of a manager's job, but

this behavior may have far reaching implications. If men are found

to prefer an equity norm of allocation, and women are found to prefer

and equality norm of allocation, then it seems there are differing

psychological motives involved for each sex.

Research indicates that men focus on productivity. Consider the

male subordinate-_ of a male boss. They are in an exchange relation-

ship. According to J. Stacy Adams' equity model, each member of an

exchange relationship perceives inputs and outcomes to have certain

values to that relationship. Both the male subordinate and the male

boss value productivity. Therefore, we can presume their mutual

perceptions of inputs and outcomes match quite well. Both the male

subordinate and the male boss are comfortable when each believes he

is involved in an "equitable" exchange relationship.

Research indicates that women focus more on the social aspects

of working groups. Consider the female subordinate of a male boss.

They are in an exchange relationship. The male boss values the

quantitative aspects of productivity on the job. The female subordinate

values broader, less quantitative issues revolving around social aspects

of work. Their individual perceptions of the value of the inputs and

the outcomes to their exchange relationship may differ quite sharply.
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The female subordinate may perceive that many of her inputs are

overlooked by her male boss. The female subordinate then believes

that she is involved in an "inequitable" exchange relationship. Her

male boss believes he is involved in an "equitable" exchange relation-

ship, and probably will not recognize signs that his subordinate

believes she is involved in an "inequitable" relationship. Likewise,

the female subordinate may not realize that her male boss has acted

in accordance to his perceptions of fairness.

Broad implications of equity theory for women in business are

numerous. Equity theory might be an explanation of behaviors which

discriminate against women in the business world. If men in positions

of power hold traditional attitudes toward women, then it also follows

that these men will view women as having fewer inputs than men.

Women may be perceived as lacking such qualities as knowledge, career

commitment, job involvement, and general potential to rise to the top.

If a manager perceives fewer inputs on the part of his female sub-

ordinates, he will allocate fewer outcomes to them. If a male manager

perceives male subordinates to have greater inputs than female sub-

ordinates, then the male subordinates will receive more pay, recognition,

promotions, etc., than will the women. The women subordinates will

see this as "inequitable" and make psychological adjustments to relieve

the "inequity". The most common psychological adjustment is to lower

inputs (working fewer hours with less intensity, for example). This

reaction can further deter women's rise in the business world.

The implications of equity theory to women's success in business

seem quite important. As equity theory is based on individual per-
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ceptions it is a difficult theory to test. Each individual will

have different perceptions of inputs and outcomes. Psychological

adjustments made to an inequitable relationship may be unconscious,

and thus, difficult to measure directly.

Reward allocation behavior, however, can be measured. Reward

allocation behavior can be considered a testable part of equity

theory if we keep in mind that allocation decisions are made based

on perceived "fair" outcomes rewarded for perceived inputs. If men

and women allocate rewards differently, they probably also react

differently to receiving rewards. Thus, the psychological reasons

for choosing an "equity" or "equality" norm of allocation may be an

indicaton of how one perceives inputs and outcomes. It seems that

for a woman in the "male-dominated" work world of today, to truly

succeed, she must perceive inputs and outcomes similarly to her male

superiors and peers. Or at least, she must recognize the difference

which might exist in these perceptions. Otherwise, it will be dif-

ficult to avoid "inequitable" situations, and the psychological tension

that inequity produces. It also seems important that males should

perceive the significant contribution females can make to a work

environment. Many of these contributions may be non-quantitative,

but certainly important.

This study investigates possible differences in reward allocation

decisions made by males and females. This study is necessary because

much of the existing research on allocation behavior used only male

subjects. More data on the allocation behavior of women is needed.

Also, some of the present research on biological sex differences in
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allocation behavior is inconclusive. More research evidence is

necessary to be certain of the actual differences between males and

females in reward allocation behavior.

This study goes one step beyond examining biological sex dif

ferences in reward allocation behavior. Researchers now acknowledge

the importance of psychological gender in determining behaviors once

thought to be linked to biological sex. This study attempts to

determine the link, if any, between psychological gender and reward

allocation behavior. The subjects in this study were given the Bem

SexRole Inventory (BSRI) to determine their psychological gender.

(See Chapter II, pages 32-36 for a full description of the BSRI.)

This study examines "Masculine", "Feminine", and "Androgynous" subjects

of both sexes. It is possible that psychological gender is a more

important determinant of allocation behavior than is biological sex.

The results of this study will indicate if males allocate reward

differntly than females. This study will also show if "Masculine"

males allocate rewards differently than "Feminine" males. It will

tell us if "Feminine" males behave more like "Feminine" females than

they do "Masculine" and Androgynous" males and females. This study

will examine reward allocation behavior of the biological sexes and the

psychological genders. The subjects, who are advanced business students,

make allocation decisions in three separate reward allocation situations.

These three situations will involve the factors of productivity,

duration of work, and the future interaction of the workers, respect

ively. Three situations were used to determine the importance and

influence of different factors to reward allocation decisions made
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by men and women, and by "Androgynous", "Masculine", and "Feminine"

types.
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II. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The purpose of this study is to determine how biological sex

and psychological gender may be related to reward allocation be-

havior. Subjects were college students majoring in Business Admin-

istration, who are likely to make similar allocation decisions in

their future roles as managers. The literature review indicated

differences in typical male and female reward allocation behavior.

This study refined the perceptions of male and female by determing

psychological gender. The Bem Sex-Role Inventory (Bem, 1974) was

employed to categorize subjecs as "Masculine", "Feminine", or

"Androgynous" (i.e., internalized gender of allocator rather than

simply biological sex). This designation of subjects by gender

categories allowed an examination of the impact of psychological

gender on reward allocation behavior. It will be determined if

psychological gender is a more important factor than biological sex

in reward allocation behavior. Subjects were asked to make decisions

as impartial third parties and did not receive any part of the reward.

Subjects were asked to make decisions in three different situations.

The variables involved in these situations were worker productivity,

duration of work, and expected future interaction of the workers.

The reward allocation decisions are viewed in terms of the allocation

norms of "equity" and "equality".

Subjects

The subjects were 147 students in three senior and graduate level

Business Administration classes at Oregon State University during winter
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term, 1981. The courses were B.A. 407W, Women in Management Seminar;

B.A. 453X, Management and Organization; and B.A. 461, Advanced

Organizational Behavior. This subjectpool was used because of the

assumed similarities between these students and present and future

business managers. The study was conducted early in the term so that

the subjects would not be influenced in their decision making by

issues raised during the course relating to equity theory or sexual

differences in management style. All subjects were volunteers.

There were 81 males and 66 females.

Situations

Subjects made allocation decisions for three separate situations.

All three situations (which are given in Appendix A) involved two

people working together on a task for which they were paid a piece

rate. The workers were labelled "Person A" and "Person B" to remove

the confounding factor of the sex of the recipient. There seemed to

be no distinguishing differences in the descriptions of Person A and

Person B from which their sex could be assumed.

Each situation was designed to determine how a specific factor

affected reward allocation decisions. These factors had all been

examined previously (Levanthal and Lane, 1970; Levanthal and Michaels,

1969; Shapiro, 1975; Austin and McGinn, 1977) with regard to allocation

behavior.

The situations as described to the subjects are given on Appendix

A. The first situation focused on productivity: Person A and Person B

worked the same length of time, but Person A produced twice as much

as Person B. The second situation focused on duration of work and
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quantity of work produced: Person A and Person B produced the same

quantity of work, but Person B worked twice as long as Person A.

The third situation focused on expected future interaction of the

workers: Person A and Person B would work together for six months,

but on their first day as a work team Person A produced twice as

much as Person B, while they both worked the same length of time.

Each situation was followed by 7 possible monetary divisions.

The divisions ranged from Person A getting all of the reward and

Person B getting none of the reward in seven equal steps to Person B

getting of the reward and Person A getting none of the reward. All

of the situations were accompanied by the following instructions from

the investigator: (1) choose the one division of reward you would

recommend in this situation; and (2) indicate which of the 7 divisions

given are acceptable to you.

Treatment

The investigator visited each of the subject classes twice

during a 5 day period. During the first meeting the investigator

briefly explained the experimental procedures. The class members

were assured that all responses would be anonymous. The investigator

then asked volunteers to sign a university approved informed consent

form. After signing the consent form subjects were given the Bem

SexRole Inventory (BSRI) which was completed at the time. (See

Appendix B for a listing of the items of the BSRI.) Subjects were

instructed to include an identifying number of their choice on the

BSRI, along with an indication of their biological sex.
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During the second meeting, subjects were given the three sit

uations described above and asked to make reward allocation decisions.

Subjects were instructed to include the same identifying number on

their situation solutions as they had on their BSRI form. After all

of the reward allocation decisions were completed, the investigator

explained the purpose of the study. Subjects were informed of the

gender categorization produced by the BSRI. Subjects wishing their

own scores were given them (by code number) upon request.

InstrumentBSRI

The Bem SexRole Inventory (Bem, 1974) was used to classify and

then select subjects for this study. The BSRI was developed in order

to determine psychological gender independent of biological sex. The

BSRI was not designed to be used as a predictive measure, but rather

as a classification system. Bem, unlike many other sexrole researchers,

considers masculinity and femininity as independent dimensions rather

than opposite ends of a single dimension. The BSRI differs from other

commonly used scales of masculinity and femininity in that it includes

independent masculinity and femininity scales. Each scale contains

20 personality characteristics. Bem conceptualized the sextyped

person as someone who has internalized society's standards of desirable

behavior for men and women. Thus, scale items were designated as

masculine or feminine on the basis of social desirability for that

sex type, and not on the basis of differential endorsement by males

and females (as most other inventories have done). A characteristic

was said to be masculine if it was judged to be more desirable in

American society for a man than for a woman. A characteristic was
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said to be feminine if it was judged as more desirable for a woman

than a man. The BSRI also contains a Social Destrability Scale, which

consists of 20 items which are neutral with respect to sex. These

items, half positive and half negative, provide a neutral context

for the Masculinity and Femininity scales. During the development

of the BSRI the social desirability items were used to insure that

the inventory would not simply be tapping a general tendency to

endorse socially desirable traits. The 60 items of the BSRI, divided

into masculinity, femininity, and social desirability appear in

Appendix B.

The Bem SexRole Inventory is a paper and pencil test which asks

each respondent to use a 7 point scale to indicate how well each of

the 60 characteristics describe them. The scale ranges from 1 ("Never

or almost never true") to 7 ("Always or almost always true"). The

items are uniformly arranged so that every third item is either mas

culine, feminine, or neutral.

The BSRI produces three initial scores; a masculinity score, a

femininity score, and a social desirability score. The scores of

interest, for this study, were the masculinity and femininity scores.

A person is classified as sextyped if their endorsement of psychological

gender characteristics corresponds with their biological sex. Thus,

a woman's scores on the BSRI indicate the "Feminine" classification if

she describes herself as more likely to possess the feminine character

istics than the masculine characteristics. A woman's score on the BSRI

indicates the "Masculine" classification if she describes herself as

more likely to possess the masculine characteristics than the feminine
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characteristics. Thus, the difference between a person's masculine

score and feminine score is the critical score for this study. In

general, a high mean score on the Masculinity scale and a low mean

score on the Femininity scale indicates a "Masculine" classification.

A high mean score on the Femininity scale and a low mean score on

the Masculinity scale indicates a "Feminine" classification. A small

difference between masculinity and femininity scores indicates the

"Androgynous" classification. Bem uses androgyny to describe a person

who indicates possession of both masculine and feminine characteristics.

Bem originally scored the BSRI by using a tratio instead of a

simple difference score between a person's masculine and feminine self

endorsement (Bem, 1974). Respondents rate how well each of the 60

items of the BSRI describe them by using a scale from 1 ("Never or

almost never true") to 7 ("Always or almost always true"). A person's

mean scores could thus, range from 1 to 7, with a high score correspond

ing to a high ident-ificationwith_thoseparticular attributes, either

masculine or feminine. With androgyny scores being a low difference

score, an androgynous person could have Masculine and Feminine mean

scores both close to 7 or both close to 1, or anywhere in between.

Some researchers have questioned whether or not people with low mean

scores should be considered equivalent to those who score high on both

masculinity and femininity (Spence, et al., 1975; Strahan, 1975;

Heilbrun, 1976). Spence et al. suggest using a different method of

scoring to distinguish between high scorers and low scorers. This

median split method, as suggested by Spence et al., is the method of

scoring used in this study. In later research, Bem concluded that a
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scoring system which allowed for the distinction between lowlow

and highhigh scorers is warranted (Bem, 1977).

In the median split method of scoring the first step is to compute

the masculine mean and femininity mean for each respondent. The

masculine mean scores for the total are listed. The feminine mean

scores for the total sample are listed. Then, the median score for

each sex role category is determined. Each individual mean score is

then determined to be either above or below the median. An individual

whose mean scores are above the median on both the Masculinity scale

and Femininity scale is classified and "Androgynous". If a respondent's

femininity mean score is above the median, but the masculinity mean

is below the median the respondent is classified as "Feminine". A

score above the median split on masculinity, but below on femininity

indicates a "Masculine" classificaiton. Someone whose mean scores fall

below the median split on both the masculinity and femininity scales

is classified as "Undifferentiated". An "Undifferentiated" person

would not, by their own account, exhibit either masculine or feminine

behaviors in any great degree. "Masculine", "Feminine", and Androgynous"

subjects were used in this study. Undifferentiated" students were not

used as subjects.

See the chart below for an illustration of the median split

scoring system.
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Design

This study is designed to determine what relationship, if any,

exist among biological sex, psychological gender, and reward allocation

behavior. This study uses three separate work situations which differ

slightly in the factors present which might influence reward allocation

behavior. These factors are: productivity, duration of work, and

expected future interaction of the workers. Research cited in Chapter

I (Levanthal and Lane, 1970; Levanthal and Michaels, 1969; Shapiro,

1975; Austin and McGinn, 1977) indicates that these factors do in-

fluence reward allocation behavior. Austin and McGinn were the only

researchers who considered females in these studies, and none took

into account psychological gender.

This study will examine the effect of biological sex on reward

allocation behavior as both males and females are used as subjects.

This study will examine the effect of psychological gender on reward

allocation as subjects will be classified as "Masculine", "Feminine",

or'Androgynous" according to their scores on the Bem Sex-Role Inventory.

The three situational variables o:fproductivity, duration of work, and

expected future interaction will all be examined.
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Hypotheses

Research cited in Chapter I indicates that males prefer an

equitable allocation of reward in situations where productivity and

duration of work and the variables, and an equal allocation of reward

where future interaction of workers is the variable. Research cited

in Chapter I indicates that persons in the same psychological gender

category, regardless of biological sex, will behave in similar ways.

Based:onthis research, the following hypotheses have been formed and

will be tested:

1) Males will prefer the "equity" division of rewards
in the first two situations and an "equal" division

in the third situation.

2) Females will prefer the "equal" division of reward

in all three situations.

If psychological gender is more pertinent to allocation behavior than

biological sex, then

3) "Feminine" males will allocate rewards consistent with

"feminine" norms ("equality").

4) "Masculine" females will allocate rewards consistent
with "masculine" norms ("equity" in situations #1

and #2, and "equality" in situation #3).

5) "Androgynous" males and females will allocate rewards

based upon the situational variables (i.e., production,

duration of work, and expected future interaction) in

the direction consistent with American business norms.

That is:

a. "equity" norms will govern when produc-

tivity varies.

b. "equity" norms will govern when duration
of work varies and productivity is held constant.

c. "equality" norms will govern when future
interaction is expected between co-workers.
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Each of the reward allocation situations will be examined

separately. Thus, we will have data on the three factors of pro

ductivity, duration of work, and expected future interaction. The

reward allocation decisions made by males will be compared to those

made by females for the total sample. "Masculine" subjects, both

male and felmale, will be compared to "Feminine" and "Androgynous"

subjects, both male and female.

Statistical Analysis

The exploratory and descriptive nature of this study suggested

that sophisticated statistical procedures would not yield appropriate

and pertinent results. The statistical analysis chosen was the

Fisher Exact Probability Test (Siegel, 1956). The Fisher Exact

Probability Test is anonparametric technique for analysing discrete

data (either nominal or ordinal) when the two independent samples

are small in size. It is used when the scores obtained by subjects

fall into one or the other of two mutually exclusive groups. The

scores are shown in a 2 x 2 contigency table as shown below:

+ Total

Group I A B A + B

Group II C D C + D

Total A+C B+D

The exact probability is found by the following formula:

(A +B)!(C +D)!(A C)!B+D)!
P N!A!B!C!D!
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The data from this study will be compiled into a number of 2 x 2

contigency tables. The various biological sex and psychology gender

categories will be compared with one another, and the total number

of subjects in each category choosing "equity" or "equality" will be

recorded.

Summary

This research investigates the possible influence of biological

sex and psychological gender in reward allocation decisions made by

advanced business students. Current research suggests that males

and females will allocate rewards differently in groups. Males

apparently are most concerned about productivity, and thus, reward

the higher producer the larger portion of reward. Females, apparently

are most concerned about group harmony and prefer to divide a group

reward equally among group members. The bulk of the research considers

subjects who actually performed a task and are being rewarded either

as high producers, equal producers, or low producers. This investi

gation examines reward allocation in terms of an impartial third

party. Subjects are given three situations involving two workers,

who produced varying quantities in varying hours of work. Subjects

were asked to make recommendations as to how to divide the pay earned

by the two workers. Subjects were not actually labelled as one of the

workers, so that selfinterest would play no role in the decision

making. The investigator wanted to discover any sex or gender dif

ferences which might occur with subjects acting as impartial allocators.

Much of the previous research focuses on males. The number of

women now entering managerial ranks warrants an examination of female
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reward allocation norms in these differing situations. Refining the

notions of biological sex by determining psychological gender also

seems warranted. The gender categories produced by the BSRI may

have greater influence on behavior than biological sex. Possibly, a

"Masculine" male's behavior is more like a "Masculine" females'

behavior than it is to a "Feminine" male's behavior. Whether or not

psychological gender plays a more important part than biological

sex in reward allocation decisions is the major question this research

addresses. Advanced business students were used as subjects to

determine the reward allocation behavior of managerialtypes.
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III. ANALYSIS OF DATA

This study is designed to examine the relationship between

biological sex, psychological gender, and reward allocation behavior.

Research on coalitional game behavior (see Chapter I, pages 12-13)

suggests that reward allocation behavior is related to overall style

of behavior displayed in groups. The research indicated a difference

in the reward allocation behavior typically used by males and that

typically used by females. Males, whose chief concern in groups seems

to be productivity, tend to allocate rewards on the basis of "you get

back what you put in"; in other words, equity. Females, whose chief

concern in groups seems to be group harmony, tend to allocate rewards

on the basis of "what is fair for one is fair for all"; in other words,

equality.

The advanced business students, used as subjects in this study,

are classified by psychological gender as well as biological sex.

This information may show that psychological gender is a more important

determinant of reward allocation behavior than is biological sex. The

facators of productivity, duration of work, and expected future inter-

action of the workers are used in three separate reward allocation

situations. This information may show that the particular factors

involved in a reward allocation situation override or change the

response expected of males, females, masculine-types, feminine-types,

and androgynous-types.

This study considers several issues which may influence allocation

behavior. The first discussed will be the two most prevalent norms of
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allocation, "equity" and "equality". Biological sex and psychological

gender will be discussed. The gender categories of "Masculine",

"Feminine", and "Androgynous", will be defined. Each reward alloc-

ation situation will be examined, and the particular factor present

in each, reviewed. Each possible solution for the situations will

be defined as "equitable", "equal", or "other".

Norms of Allocation

The equity model proposed by J. Stacy Adams (Adams, 1963) and

coalitional game research (e.g., Bond and Vinacke, 1961; Chertkoff,

1966; Hottes and Kahn, 1974) led to Gerald Levanthal (Levanthal, 1973)

terming the two main forms of reward allocation he observed as

"equity" and "equality". (For complete details see Chapter I, pages

8-19). An "equity" norm of allocation is based on Adams' model of a

person's input/outcome ratio being compared to an other's input/outcome

ratio. Basically equity exists if one gets out of an exchange re-

lationship what one contributes to that relationship. In terms of

reward allocation it is "equitable" if everyone is rewarded in accord-

ance with their contribution. Someone who performs 65 percent of the

work should receive 65 percent of the reward. The "equality" norm

of allocation is also a prevalent form of reward allocation. An

"equality" norm of allocation-Isexactly what it seems; an equal

division of reward among all those who contributed regardless of

differing amounts of contribution.

Research (see Chapter I, pages 13-19) indicates that males, on

most occasions, prefer an "equity" allocation norm, while females

prefer an "equality" norm of allocation. However, most of this



research has been conducted using male subjects, so more data is

needed in regard to females and their allocation choices in varying

situations.

Sex and Gender

This study used gender categories derived from the Bem Sex-Role

Inventory (BSRI) (Bem, 1974). "Masculine", "Feminine", and "Andro-

gynous" subjects are studied. "Masculine" subjects are those who
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describe themselves more likely to possess attributes which have been

found to be more highly desirable in males than females (e.g.,

aggressive, self-sufficient). "Feminine" subjects are those who

describe themselves more likely to possess attributes which have been

found to be more highly desirable in females than in males (e.g.,

compassionate, soft-spoken). "Androgynous" subjects are those who

describe themselves as having to a great extent, both types of

attributes, those that are said to be desirable in males and those

that are said to be desirable in females. (See Chapter II, pages 32-36

for complete information on the BSRI).

There were 147 subjects in this study. There were 81 males and

66 females. The scores on the BSRI produced the following breakdown:

26 "Masculine" Males
14 "Feminine" Males
20 "Androgynous" Males
21 "Undifferentiated" Males

10 "Masculine" Females
25 "Feminine" Females
16 "Androgynous" Females
15 "Undifferentiated" Females

The "Undifferentiated" individuals were not examined in this study.

Thus, 60 males and 51 females were examined in this study, and the

36 students classified as "undifferentiated" by the BSRI were excluded.
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Reward Allocation Situations

The first situation (see Appendix A) focuses on productivity

as a factor in reward allocation. Both people worked the same length

of time, but Person A produced twice as much as Person B. Research

by Levanthal and Lane indicates that males (females were not tested)

in such a case will reward (Levanthal and Lane, 1970). With the

productivity being 2 to 1 the "equitable" reward in this situation

will be defined as solution #3, Person A receiving twice as much reward

and Person B. Solution #4, with Person A and Person B receiving equal

amounts is defined as the "equality" allocation. The remaining 5

possible solutions are defined as "other".

The second situation (see Appendix A) focuses on duration of work

in reward allocation. Both people produced the same amount, but

Person A worked half as long as Person B. Research by Leventhal and

Michaels indicates that males (females were not tested) who worked

longer took less reward than subjects who worked for a shorter duration

(Levanthal and Michaels, 1969). Within these considerations, solution

#3 with Person A getting twice as much reward as Person B is defined

in this situation as the "equitable" solution. Solution #4, with

both Person A and Person B receiving the same reward is defined as the

"equality" solution. It is acknowledged, however, the solution #5

with Person B receiving twice as much as Person A could be considered

by some as the appropriate solution as Person B worked twice as long

as Person A. Solution #5 is classified as "other" along with the

remaining solutions. (Solution #5 will be discussed in detail in

Chapter IV).
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RESULTS

The subjects were asked to allocate a monetary payment to two

workers in three separate reward allocation situations. A number of

possible monetary awards were available for use by the subjects (see

Appendix A) but as expected, the choices actually made were most

frequently between and "equitable" allocation and an "equality"

allocation. Table I and Table Ia show the breakdown of subjects

choosing "equity" or "equality" for all three reward allocation

situations combined. Table I deals with the biological sexes. Table

Ia deals with the psychological genders.

TABLE I

Equity vs. Equality
for the Sexes

Males
Females
Total

Equity Equality
69 53

70 53

139 106

Table I shows that "equity" was the slightly preferred reward

allocation norm overall for the three situations. The expected

statistical difference between male and female styles of allocation

was not found in this study. The hypothesis which predicted that

males would choose "equity" and females would choose "equality" was

rejected. The figures showing the choices made by males and females

indicate that no differences existed between the biological sexes in

the overall frequency of preference between an "equitable" and and

"equal" norm of allocation in the combined total of the three reward

allocation situations used in this study.
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TABLE Ia

Equity vs. Equality
for the Genders

Equity Equality

Masculine 39 33

Feminine 49 39

Androgynous 51 34

Total 139 106

Table Ia shows that all psychological gender categories chose

an "equitable" allocation more often than an "equality" allocation.

The "Masculine" psychological gender category chose "equity" less

frequently than did the "Feminine" and"Androgynous" groups. These

results contradict the expected larger preference for "equity" among

"Masculine" gender-types.

Table II (page 48) shows the breakdown of subjects choosing

"equity" or "equality" for the three reward allocation situations

separately. Recall that each situation had one particular factor

present which could influence reward allocation decisions. The factor

present in situation #1 was productivity. The factor present in

situation #2 was duration of work. The factor present in situation

#3 was future interaction of the workers.

Table II shows that "equity" was the preferred choice among all

subjects for situation #1. "Equality" was the preferred choice among

all subjects for situation #2. Situation #3 provided the largest

variety of allocation choices. "Equity" was preferred most frequently

in the third allocation situation. However, many subjects, specific-

ally "Feminine" males, and "Masculine" and "Androgynous" females

chose "equality.



TABLE II

Equity and Equality Preference
by Number and Percentage of

Sex and Gender for Each Situation

Males Females

Mas.
no. CO

Fem.

no. (%)

And.

no. (%)

Total Mas. Fem.

no. CO no. (%) no. CO
And.

no. (7.)

Total
no. (70)

#1

Equity 11 (79) 8 (80) 14 (82) 33 (80) 9 (90) 19 (95) 11 (92) 39 (93)

Equality 3 (21) 2 (20) 3 (18) 8 (20) 1 (10) 1 (05) 1 (08) 3 (07)

#2

Equity 1 (07) 0 (00) 1 (06) 2 (05). 0 (00) 4 (20) 2 (17) 6 (14)

Equality 13 (93) 10 (100) 15 (88) 38 (93) 10 (100) 14 (70) 9 (75) 33 (79)

Other 1* (06)* 1* (02)* 2* (10)* 1* (08)* 3* (07)*

#3

Equity 13 (93) 5 (50) 16 (94) 34 (83) 5 (50) 13 (65) 7 (58) 25 (60)

Equality 1 (07) 5 (50) 1 (06) 7 (17) 5 (50) 7 (35) 5 (42) 17 (40)

* See Chapter IV for a discussion of these choices of an allocation solution which is defined

as something other than "equity" or "equality".
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Each reward allocation situation is examined separately. The

data has been assembled into 19 2 x 2 contigency tables for each

situation. These 2 x 2 contigency tables compare each biological

sex and psychological gender category with one another. The Fisher

Exact Probability Test (See Chapter II, pages 38-39) was used to find

the statistical significance present in each category comparison.

Table III (pages 50-51) shows the 2 x 2 contigency tables for

the first reward allocation situation. The exact probability of

observing that particular set of frequencies for each table is also

shown.

Situation #1

Productivity was the factor involved in the first reward alloc-

ation situation. It was hypothesized in Chapter II that males would

choose the "equity" solution in this situation. It was hypothesized

that females would choose the "equality"solution in this situation.

It was hypothesized that "Masculine" and "Androgynous" gender-types

would choose the "equity" solution. It was hypothesized that "Feminine"

gender-types would choose the "equality" solution.

The results shown in Table II and III support some of these hypo-

theses and contradict some others. See below for a listing of actual

choices versus hypothesized choices.

Sex
Male
Female

Gender
"Masculine" Male
"Feminine" Male
"Androgynous" Male
"Masculine" Female

Actual Choice
Equity
Equity

Equity
Equity
Equity
Equity

Hypothesized Choice
Equity
Equality

Equity
Equality
Equity
Equity
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TABLE III

2x2 Contigency Tables and
Probabilities for Reward
Allocation Situation #1

Male Female Masculine Feminine

Equity 33 39 Equity 20 27

Equality 8 3 Equality 4 3

p=.5000 p=.2436

Masculine Androgynous Feminine Androgynous

Equity 20 25 Equity 27 25

Equality 4 4 Equality 3 4

p=.2847 p=.2837

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous

Male Male Male Male

Equity 11 8 Equity 11 14

Equality 3 2 Equality 3 3

p=.3853 p=.3362

Feminine Androgynous Masculine Masculine

Male Male Male Female

Equity 8 14 Equity 11 9

Equality 2 3 Equality 3 1

p=.3790 p=.3425

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous

Male Female Male Female

Equity 11 19 Equity 11 11

Equality 3 1 Equality 3 1

p=.1570 p=.2922

Feminine Masculine Feminine Feminine

Male Female Male Female

Equity 8 9 Equity 8 19

Equality 2 1 Equality 2 1

4)=.3947 p=.2217

Feminine Androgynous Androgynous Masculine

Male Female Male Female

Equity 8 11 Equity 14 9

Equality 2 1 Equality 3 1

p=.3506 p=.3875

Androgynous Feminine Androgynous Androgynous

Male Female Male Female

Equity 14 19 Equity 14 11

Equality 3 1 Equality 3 1

p=.2059 p=.3436
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TABLE III
(Continued)

2x2 Contigency Tables and
Probabilities for Reward
Allocation Situation #1

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous

Female Female Female Female

Equity 9 19 Equity 9 11

Equality 1 1 Equality 1 1

p =.4598 p..5195

Feminine Androgynous
Female Female

Equity 19 11

Equality 1 1

p..4839
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Gender Actual Choice Hypothesized Choice

"Feminine" Female Equity Equality

"Androgynous" Female Equity Equity

Both sexes and all gender categories chose "equity" as the pre

ferable form of reward allocation in this situation. There were a

few surprising trends shown by the figures. None were statistically

significant, however. Females not only behaved contrary to expected,

they even preferred "equity" to a greater degree than did males.

Ninetythree percent of all females chose the "equitable" solution.

Eighty percent of all males chose the "equitable" solution. The

gender category most in favor of "equity" was the "Feminine" female

category. Ninetyfive percent of the "Feminine" females chose "equity".

The "Feminine" males acted in accordance with the other males, 80

percent in that gender category chose "equity".

These results indicate that with productivity as the factor in

reward allocation that "equity" will be the preferred norm of alloc

ation among all subjects, regardless of biological sex or psychological

gender. The subjects in this study overwhelmingly (72 to 11) decided

that the worker who produced twice as much deserved twice as much

of the monetary reward.

Situation #2

Table IV (pages 53-54) shows the 2 x 2 contigency tables for

situation #2. Duration of work was the factor involved in the second

reward allocation situation. As hypothesized in Chapter II, it was

expected that males would choose the "equity" solution in this situation.

"Masculine" and "Androgynous" gendertypes were hypothesized to choose
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2x2 Contigency Tables and
Probabilities for Reward
Allocation Situation #2

Male Female Masculine Feminine

Equity 2 6 Equity 1 4

Equality 38 33 Equaltiy 23 24

p=.5000 p=.1891

Masculine Androgynous Feminine Androgynous

Equity 1 3 Equity 4 3

Equality 23 24 Equality 24 24

p=.2808 p=.2950

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous

Male Male Male Male

Equity 1 0 Equity 1 1

Equality 13 10 Equality 13 15

p=.5833 p=.5149

Feminine An_ drasculine Masculineogynous M_

Male Male Male Female

Equity 0 1 Equity 1 0

Equality 10 15 Equality 13 10

p=.6154 p=.5833

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous

Male Female Male Female

Equity 1 4 Equity 1 2

Equality 13 14 Equality 13 9

p=.2127 p=.3348

Feminine Masculine Feminine Feminine

Male Female Male Female

Equity 0 0 Equity 0 4

Equality 10 10 Equality 10 14

p= 1 p=.1494

Feminine Androgynous Androgynous Masculine

Male Female Male Female

Equity 0 2 Equity 1 0

Equality 10 9 Equality 15 10

p=.2619 p=.6154

Androgynous Feminine
Male Female

Equity 1 4 Equity

Equality 15 14 Equality

p=.1759

Androgynous Androgynous
Male Female

1 2

15 9

p=.3008

53
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TABLE IV
(Continued)

2x2 Contigency Tables and
Probabilities for Reward
Allocation Situation #2

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous
Female Female Female Female

Equity 0 4 Equity 0 2

Equality 10 14 Equality 10 9

p=.1494 p=.2619

Feminine Androgynous
Female Female

Equity 4 2

Equality 14 9

p=.3543
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the "equity" solution. Females and "Feminine" gendertypes were

expected to choose the "equality" solution in the second reward al

location.

The results shown in Tables II and IV support very few of these

hypotheses. Below is a listing of actual choices versus hypothesized

choices.

Sex
Male
Female

Gender
"Masculine" Male
"Feminine" Male
"Androgynous" Male
"Masculine" Female
"Feminine" Female

Actual Choice
Equality
Equality

Equality
Equality
Equality
Equality
Equality

"Androgynous" Female Equality

Hypothesized Choice
Equity
Equality

Equity
Equality
Equity
Equity
Equality
Equity

Both sexes and all gender categories chose "equality" as the norm

of reward allocation in this situation. Although there were a few

surprising results, none were statistically significant. Males, who

were expected to choose "equity", actually chose "equality" more

frequently than did the females who were expected to prefer "equality".

Ninetythree percent of all males chose "equality". The gender

category most in favor of "equity" was "Feminine" female. Twenty

percent of the "Feminine" females chose "equity". Based on previous

research, it would seem "Feminine" females would be the gender category

most in favor of "equality". It seems quite remarkable that these

"Feminine" females were the category most in favor of "equity".

These results indicated that with duration of work as the factor

in a reward allocation situation that "equality" will be the preferred

norm of allocation among all subjects regardless of biological sex or
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psychological gender. The subjects in this study overwhelmingly

(71 to 11) decided to reward the workers equally as both did produce

the same quantity, even though one worker took twice as much time to

complete the work.

Situation #3

Table V (pages 57-58) shows the 2 x 2 contigency tables for

situation #3. Expected future interaction of the workers was the

factor involved in the third reward allocation situation. As hypo-

thesized in Chapter II, it is expected that both sexes and all three

gender categories will prefer an equal division of reward in this

situation.

The results shown in Tables II and V prove all of the hypotheses

false in this situation. Below is a listing of actual choices versus

hypothesized choices.

Sex Actual Choice Hypothesized Choice

Male Equity Equality

Female Equity Equality

Gender
"Masculine" Male Equity Equality

"Feminine" Male Equity/Equality Equality

"Androgynous" Male Equity Equality

"Masculine" Female Equity/Equality Equality

"Feminine" Female Equity Equality

"Androgynous" Female Equity Equality

Although no sex or gender category preferred "equality" over

"equity", two gender categories, "Feminine" male and "Masculine"

female were split evenly in favor of "equity" and "equality". Forty-two

percent of "Androgynous" females chose "equality". There were larger

variations in this situation. Although females overall did prefer

"equity", that preference was only a 60 percent frequency. Ninety-
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TABLE V

2x2 Contigency Tables and
Probabilities for Reward
Allocation Situation #3

Male Female Masculine Feminine

Equity 34 25 Equity 18 18

Equality 7 17 Equality 6 12

p=.2143 p=.1201

Masculine Androgynous Feminine Androgynous

Equity 18 23 Equity 18 23

Equality 6 6 Equality 12 6

p=.2937 p=.0634

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous

Male Male Male Male

Equity 13 5 Equity 13 16

Equality 1 5 Equality 1 1

p=.0262 p=.5118

Feminine Androgynous Masculine Masculine

Male Male Male Female

Equity 5 16 Equity 13 5

Equality 5 1 Equality 1 5

p=.0145 p=.0262

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous

Male Female Male Female

Equity 13 13 Equity 13 7

Equality 1 7 Equality 1 5

p=.0598 p=.0482

Feminine Masculine Feminine Feminine

Male Female Male Female

Equity 5 5 Equity 5 13

Equality 5 5 Equality 5 7

p=.3437 p=.2258

Feminine Androgynous Androgynous Masculine

Male Female Male Female

Equity 5 7 Equity 16 5

Equality 5 5 Equality 1 5

p=.3086 p=.0145

Androgynous Feminine Androgynous Androgynous

Male Female Male Female

Equity 16 13 Equity 16 7

Equality 1 7 Equality 1 5

p=.0897 p=.0283
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TABLE V

2x2 Contigency Tables and
Probabilities for Reward
Allocation Situation #3

Masculine Feminine Masculine Androgynous

Female Female Female Female

Equity 5 13 Equity 5 7

Equality 5 7 Equality 5 5

p=.2258 p=.3086

Feminine Androgynous
Female Female

Equity 13 7

Equality 7 5

p=.2713
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three percent of "Masculine" males preferred "equity". Ninety-four

percent of "Androgynous" males preferred "equity". As only 50 percent

of "Feminine" males preferred "equity" some real differences do exist

in this situation.

The statistical significance between sexes and gender categories

as given by the Fisher Exact Probability Test are shown below.

.05

"Masculine" Male vs. "Androgynous" Female
"Masculine" Male vs. "Feminine" Male
"Masculine" Male vs. "Masculine" Female
"Androgynous" Male vs. "Androgynous" Female

.01

"Feminine" Male vs. "Androgynous" Male

"Androgynous" Male vs. "Masculine" Female

Situation #3 obviously involved a factor which produced a wider

variety of opinions on what reward allocation norm was preferable.

The factor involved in this situation was expected future interaction

of the workers. Previous research had shown that subjects chose the

"equality" norm of allocation when the workers were expected to be

involved in a future interaction. It was theorized the "equality"

was the choice in previous research because the subjects wanted to

create the most congenial work atmosphere possible. Situation #3

asks subjects to allocate rewards on the first day of a six month work

period. Thus, both sexes and all gender categories were expected to

allocate rewards equally, even though one worker produced twice as

much as the other worker. This did not prove to be the case as "equal-

ity" was chosen by only 29 percent of all subjects. However, this

situation created the largest split in subject choices.
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The selection of "equality" in this situation seems to be linked

to crosssex psychological gender identification. Fifty percent of

"Feminine" males chose "equality". Fifty percent of "Masculine"

females chose "equality". Fortytwo percent of "Androgynous" females

chose "equality". Further suppositions of the reasons for these

results will be discussed in Chapter IV.

Summary

This study examined the relationship between biological sex,

psychological gender, and reward allocation behavior. Three separate

work situations were given to the subjects to determine the effect,

if any, the factors of productivity, duration of work, and future

interaction of workers had on reward allocation behavior. It was

hypothesized in the first and second situations that males, "Masculine"

and "Androgynous" gendertypes would choose an "equitable" reward

allocation. It was hypothesized in the first and second situations

that females and "Feminine" gendertypes would choose an "equal"

reward allocation. It was hypothesized that in the third situation

all subjects would use an "equality" norm of allocation.

The results of this study do not support the expected differences

between male and female reward allocation styles. Males preferred

"equity" no more frequently than did females. Females preferred

"equality" no more frequently than did males. Although the results

were not statistically significant, the trend for the sexes to reward

in the opposite manner of what was predicted seems apparent. A larger

percentage of females than males chose "equity" in the first situation.
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A larger percentage of males than females chose "equality" in the

second situation.

No clear psychological gender influence of reward allocation

behavior could be seen. In the first two situations, no statist

ically significant differences were found. One surprising result,

although not statistically significant, was the apparent frequency of

"male" style allocation on the part of "Feminine" females. "Feminine"

females chose "equity" more frequently than any other gender category

in the first two situations. The third reward allocation situation

did reveal some statistically significant differences between gender

categories. "Masculine" males and "Androgynous" males clearly pre

ferred "equity" over "equality". "Feminine" males, "Masculine" females,

and "Androgynous" females show no clear preference for "equity" or

"equality". "Feminine" females did prefer "equity", but not to such

a great degree as "Masculine" or "Androgynous" males. These results

seem to indicate that crosssex psychological gender identification may

result in a higher degree of ambiguity in determining the norm of re

ward allocation for workers who expect to interact in the future.

The three worker situations did prove to have an influence on the

subjects' reward allocation decisions. "Equity" was the preferred

norm of allocation for situation #1 which focused on productivity. The

subjects rewarded the higher producer the larger portion of the reward.

"Equality" was the preferred norm of allocation for situation #2 which

focused on duration of work. The subjects rewarded both workers equally.

Both workers did produce the same amount, but one took twice as much

time in completing the task as the other. The factor of future inter
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action in situation #3 caused the greatest difference among subjects

in their preferred norm of reward allocation. "Equity" was preferred,

but it was not a clear cut preference. The workers, who were starting

a six month association, were rewarded "equitably" by some subjects

and "equally" by others. The factor of future interaction certainly

influenced many subjects' reward allocation behavior. The first and

third situations are identical, other than the factor of future inter-

action of the workers. Yet in the first situation, eightyseven percent

of the subjects chose "equity", while in the third situation only

seventyone percent of the subjects chose "equity".

It is also clear that overall, productivity was the major factor

considered by subjects in making reward allocation decisions. In all

three situations, the majority of subjects allocated rewards on the

basis of productivity. Recall that in the second situation both

workers produced the same amount. Thus, the subjects' preference for

"equality". Based on previous research, the worker who completed

the task in half the time being allocated a larger portion of the re

ward was defined as "equitable". In a situation such as this, skill

(the ability to complete the task quickly) had been shown to be more

important than productivity. Productivity was shown to be a more

important determinant of reward allocation behavior than skill for the

subjects in this study, however.

In summary, the results for this study indicate that no clear

biological sex or psychological gender differences exist in reward

allocation behavior of advancedbusiness students in three specific

situations. Productivity was clearly the major determinant of reward
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allocation decisions. When the factor of future interaction of the

workers was introduced, the subjects, except "Masculine" and "Andro-

gynous", no longer had a clear preference for allocation on the basis

of productivity.
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IV. DISCUSSION

This study examined the effects of biological sex and psychological

gender on reward allocation behavior. We will begin with a synopsis

of the material on biological sex differences in reward allocation

behavior. An overview of psychological gender and its possible

influence on reward allocation behavior will follow. The subjects

who responded to three differing work situations are also described.

Each reward allocation situation will be reviewed. The results

obtained will be examined to determine appropriate conclusions. The

factors which may possibly constrain our generalizations are delin-

eated. The practical implications and potential applications in the

business world of this study are examined. Concluding, will be ideas

for further research into the area of reward allocation behavior.

The research cited in Chapter I indicates that females and males

allocate rewards among group members differently. This research on

reward allocation behavior is based on assumed psychological differ-

ences between women and men. Women traditionally have been viewed

as "expressive". Men traditionally have been viewed as "instrumental"

(Parsons and Bales, 1955). Women working in groups are seen as more

concerned with the harmony of the group. Men working in groups are

seen as more concerned with the productivity of the group. The

different concerns of women and men in groups leads to different styles

of reward allocation. Women prefer- an "equality" norm of allocation.

An "equality" allocation means rewards are divided equally among all

group members, without regard to productivity. Men prefer an "equity"
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norm of allocation. An "equity" allocation means rewards are divided

in proportion to work accomplished. If a group member completes 60

percent of the task, she is allocated 60 percent of the reward.

While assumed differences of behavior between biological sexes

may be valid, it seems probable that psychological gender has an even

greater influence on behavior. Psychological gender involves learned

behavior. Children are taught gender appropriate behaviors by re

peating those behaviors which are positively reinforced by their

parents or others. As ideas about what behaviors aneappropriate for

each sex change with society's changing perceptions of sexroles,

fewer social rules about sexspecific behaviors will exist. However,

some people are still likely to be more expressive and some people

are likely to be more instrumental. The psychological gender categories

of "Masculine", "Feminine", and "Androgynous" may provide a useful

framework for how certain behavioral clusters are defined. An "Andro

gynous" individual combines characteristics of both the traditional

"Masculine" and "Feminine" behavioral clusters. An "Androgynous"

individual acts instrumentally when a situation calls for instrumental

behavior. An "Androgynous" individual acts expressively when a

situation calls for expressive behavior.

This study examines the reward allocation behavior of psycho

logically "Masculine", "Feminine", and "Androgynous" females and males.

The available evidence points to "Masculine" gendertypes generally

preferring an "equity" norm of allocation, and to "Feminine" gender

types generally preferring an "equality" norm of allocation. Previous

research indicates that "Androgynous" gendertypes are not as restricted
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by a focused idea of what behavior is appropriate. Thus, it seems

"Androgynous" subjects are likely to be more flexible in their al

location decisions, and base their decisions on the particular

situation.

This study asked subjects to make reward allocation decisions for

three separate work situations. All of the situations involved two

workers. The workers were labelled "Person A" and "Person B" so

that the biological sex of the recipient would not be a factor in

volved in the allocation decision. Subjects made the decisions as

impartial third parties. They were not identified as one of the

workers, and they received no part of the reward. Subjects were asked

simply to indicate which of the given allocation patterns they would

recommend in each of the situations. All responses were anonymous.

The subjects in this study were students in upper division and

graduate courses in Business Administration at Oregon State University.

These subjects were not meant to be representative of the general

public. The subjects were chosen to be representative of people who

are part of, or who will in the future be part of, the American

business community. As such, the subjects should be representative of

people who either make or are affected,by reward allocation decisions

in their work.

The three work situations examined factors of productivity,

duration of work, and expected future interaction of the workers. The

first situation focused on productivity. Person A produced twice as

much as Person B. The second situation focused on duration of work.

Both workers produced the same number of gadgets, but Person B worked
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twice as long as Person A. The third situation focused on expected

future interaction of the workers. Person A and Person B were starting

a six month association. On their first day working together Person A

produced twice as much as Person B.

The results for this study are provided in Chapter III. No

biological sex difference in reward allocation behavior was found in

this study. No psychological gender differences were found in the

first and second reward allocation situations. The third situation,

which involved the future interaction of the workers, did find some

psychological gender differences. However, productivity was found

to be the overriding factor in reward allocation choices. In the

first two situations the subjects overwhelmingly chose the allocation

which was in accordance to the amount the workers had produced. Only

when the factor of future interaction of the workers was introduced

did a significant number of subjects choose an allocation which was

not based on productivity.

That no difference in reward allocation behavior existed between

the biological sexes in this study could be indicative of a number of

things. It is possible that the biological sex difference in reward

allocation behavior which existed in the 1960's and the 1970's do not

exist in the 1980's. As the subjects were all students in business

classes, it is certainly probable that they responded to the reward

allocation situations as they thought a business person should. The

subjects allocated rewards in accordance with productivity. This

could be a reflection of what business students are typically taught.

The female business students may respond differently than women in
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other fields would. Women business majors, it can be assumed, are

interested in careers in business. Thus, they may be predisposed

to think in a business mode, or their business school training may

predispose them to think in terms of productivity. Of course, this

study was designed to test future business women and men.

Worker Identification Situation #1

It is possible that females and males identified with workers

labelled only "Person A" and "Person B" differently. This different

identification could have led to unexpected responses by females and

males. The first reward allocation situation was designed with

Levanthal and Lane's1970 study in mind. In that study, subjects in

likesex dyads made allocation decisions either in superior or inferior

conditions. A superior condition is when the subject is led to believe

she has done more work than her dyad partner. An inferior condition

is when the subject is led to believe she has done less work than

her dyad partner. Males preferred an "equitable" allocation in both

conditions. The superior performer allocated the larger proportion

of the reward, whether or not it was the subject or the subject's

partner. Females under superior conditions preferred an "equality"

division. Superior performance females belittle their own performance,

and wanted their partner to receive the same amount of reward as them

selves. Females under inferior conditions preferred an "equity"

division. Inferior performance females belittled their own performance,

and wanted their partners to receive a larger portion of the reward

than themselves. It is possible that women in this study preferred

an "equity" division because the female subjects identified more strongly
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with the inferior worker than they did with the superior worker. If

this was the case, then the "equity" division is what would be expected.

Maccoby and Jacklin, in their work on sex differences, give

credence to this possibility. In their review of research on self

concept and selfesteem they state:

"So far, the work we have summarized on selfconcept in
dicates that when males and females are asked to rate
themselves on a series of characteristics, they have equally
positive (or negative) selfimages, on the whole. One
might conclude from this that the two sexes would approach
a variety of tasks with equal confidence, but this in
ference does not prove to be warranted . . . Subjects are
asked to participate in a task (or sometimes imagine per
forming a task); they are then asked to predict how well
they will do, or following the performance, to describe
their satisfaction or pride in their performance . . .

Clearly, college men are more likely than college women
to expect to do well, and to judge their own performance
favorable once they have finished their work. . . Also,

women get at least as good grades as men, and often better,
yet, when asked what grades they think they will get at
the next grading period, men are optimistic in the sense
that they think they will do at least as well, and perhaps
better than they have been doing, whereas women are more
likely to predict that they will do less well than their
past performance would indicate."

(Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974, pg. 154)

Situation #2

The second reward allocation situation focused on duration of work

as a factor in reward allocation behavior. This situation was designed

with Levanthal and Michaels' 1969 study in mind. Levanthal and

Michaels found that the males they tested took less than half of the

reward if they produced the same amount as someone who worked for a

shorter duration. The subjects apparently believed that they had not

tried as hard, or were not as capable as someone who could produce the

same amount in less time. The majority of the subjects in this study
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divided the reward in this situation equally between the workers who

had produced the same amount but in differing lengths of time. This

preference for the "equality" division might be due to the part of

the study which had subjects act as impartial third parties. As

impartial third parties, the subjects may not have been as likely to

believe that the faster worker was the more skilled worker. Therefore,

the subjects allocated rewards simply in terms of production.

The second situation in this study produced the only non"equity"

(as defined by the investigator) choices on the part of any subjects.

Three females and two males chose solution #5, which divided the reward

such that the person who worked longer received the larger portion of

the reward. Based on previous research, this solution was not defined

as "equal" or "equitable". The subjects who chose this response be

lieved the person who worked the longest deserved the most reward.

These subjects apparently allocated the reward not on the basis of skill,

or on the basis of productivity, but on the basis of effort and time.

It could be thought that the person who worked longer produced a better

product. The quicker worker could be thought of as not more skilled,

but simply not as careful or conscientious of a worker. When the

subjects actually perform a task (as in many studies) and are told

that their dyadpartner has performed the same task in half the time,

they may believe they are less skilled, belittle their own performance

and, thus, allocate the larger portion of the reward to the faster

worker. Without this selfinvolvement it seems subjects were not as

inclined to believe that the faster worker was the better worker. In

fact, the same number of males (two) awarded the slower worker the
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larger portion of the reward as awarded the faster worker the larger

portion of the reward. Six females awarded the faster worker the

larger portion of the reward. Three females awarded the slower worker

the larger portion of the reward. The majority of subjects in this

situation, however, preferred the "equal" allocation. This allocation

is in accordance with the productivity norm.

The Role of Anonymity

The first two reward situations show a trend which, while not

statistically significant, could be quite important. In both sit-

uations, there was a trend for the biological sexes to prefer the

opposite choice of what was expected for that sex. In the first two

situations, a larger proportion of females than males chose "equity"

over "equality". In the first two situations, a larger proportion of

males than females chose "equality" over "equity". Recall that all

subject responses were anonymous. The anonymity involved in this

study may have been a confounding factor.

Kidder, Bellettirie, and Cohn found that anonymity caused women

and men to allocate rewards in different ways than when their judg-

ments would be made public. Part of their study found that under

public conditions, women do allocate "equally" and men do allocate

"equitably". Under anonymous conditions, however, Kidder, Bellettirie,

and Cohn, found that women allocated "equitably" and that men al-

located "equally". Kidder et al. discuss the role of anonymity in

terms of childhood socialization and adult constraints on sex-role

perfromances. They believe that women and men under public conditions

believe they must act as women and men are "supposed" to act. In
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other words, women are supposed to be concerned with group harmony

and men with productivity. Thus, their respective use of an "equality"

norm or an "equity" norm of allocation. However, when no one will

know how they allocate rewards, they feel the losening of social con-

straints and react as they have secretly wished they could. Women

then choose an "equity" norm of allocation. Men then choose an "equality"

norm of allocation (Kidder, Bellettirie, and Cohn, 1977).

The influence of anonymity in this study cannot be accurately

determined. It does seem possible that some subjects may have chosen

the allocation norm opposite the one they were "supposed" to choose,

however, as the trend shown in the data indicates. In all three sit-

uations, "Feminine" females chose "equity" more frequently than

"Masculine" or "Androgynous" females. In fact, in the first two

allocation situations of all categories, "Feminine" females were the

psychological gender category most in favor of "equity". Based on

previous research, it would be assumed "Feminine" females would be the

gender category most in favor of "equality". "Feminine" females may

be less confident in themselves and be influenced by the social con-

straints of "sex-appropriate" behavior more than any other gender

category. Researchers (e.g., Bem, 1975; Consentino and Heilbrun, 1964;

Sears, 1970) have shown that high femininity in females is correlated

with high anxiety, low self-esteem, and low social acceptance. As

such "Feminine" females may have, under anonymous conditions, rebelled

more frequently against the choice they were "supposed" to make, and

chosen the opposite allocation norm.
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The Role of Productivity

Ciearly, most subjects based their allocation decisions on

productivity in the first two reward allocation situations. In the

first situation, one worker produced twice as many gadgets as the

other worker. Eightyseven percent of all subjects chose the alloc

ation solution which awarded the higher producer twice as much of

the reward as the lower producer. In the second situation both workers

produced the same number of gadgets. Eightyfive percent of all

subjects chose the allocation solution which awarded both workers an

equal share of the reward. Whatever influence anonymity of response

and differing identification with workers might have had on the sub

jects, productivity was their major concern in reward allocation in the

first two situations.

Situation #3

The third reward allocation situation, which focused on the ex

pected future interaction of the workers, was the one situation which

showed some statistically significant differences in allocation choices

made by gender categories. No longer did all gender categories chose

a reward based on productivity alone. Clearly, in the minds of many

subjects, there was a factor present in the third situation which

overrode the factor of productivity.

The third allocation situation was the same as the first situation

in that one worker produced twice as much as the other worker. But

in the third situation the subjects were told that the workers were

on their first day of a six month association. This situation was

designed with two complimenatry studies in mind (Shapiro, 1975; Austin
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and McGinn, 1977). Shapiro found that superior performance males

who expected future interaction with an inferior performance partner

allocated rewards equally. Shapiro found that inferior performance

males who expected future interaction with a superior performance

partner allocated rewards "equitably". Austin and McGinn studied both

females and males. However, that study had subjects acting as super-

visors allocating rewards for superior or inferior performance sub-

ordinates. One of the controlled variables was interaction .(or no

interaction) of the supervisor with the subordinate. Austin and McGinn

concluded that, in general, females prefer an "equality" norm of al-

location while males prefer an "equity" norm of allocation. Both

sexes preferred an "equity" norm of allocation, however, only when

interaction between supervisor and the superior performance subject

was expected.

The hypothesis for the third work situation in this study was

that both sexes and all gender-types would prefer an "equality" norm

of allocation for this anticipated interaction situation. This

hypothesis was based on Shapiro's findings rather than on the findings

of Austin and McGinn. The researcher based this hypothesis on the

assumption that the subjects would identify with the superior performer

and would act as did the superior performance males in Shapiro's study.

If the subjects identified more strongly with the inferior subject,

or took the mental position of supervisor interacting with a superior

subordinate, the expected choices would differ. The results for this

third situation were the most varied and the most informative.

"Masculine" males and "Androgynous" males overwhelmingly pre-
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ferred an "equity" norm of allocation. "Feminine" males, however,

were split 50/50 in their choice between "equity" and "equality".

These results seem to substantiate the notion that "Feminine" males

have different styles of reward allocation than "Masculine" and

"Androgynous" males, in this situation anyway. "Feminine" males may

have chosen "equality" more often than "Masculine" and "Androgynous"

males because "Feminine" males are more likely to choose the typical

female response ("equality").

Females also showed an interesting pattern of allocation in this

third situation. "Masculine" females were split 50/50 in their choice

of "equity" and "equality". Fiftyeight percent of the "Androgynous"

females preferred "equity", and fortytwo percent preferred "equality".

"Masculine" females and "Androgynous" females responded statistically

differently than "Feminine" females. The differences in allocation

choices were in an unexpected direction however. "Feminine" females

chose the "typical male" allocation norm of "equity". "Masculine"

and "Androgynous" females chose the "typical female" allocation norm

of "equality". Whether or not these unexpected responses were due to

the influence on anonymity or to differing identifications with workers

cannot be known. It is known however, that the factor of future

interaction of the workers changed the response of "Masculine" and

"Androgynous" females to an otherwise productivity normbased situation,

more than it did the response of "Feminine" females. Females overall

preferred "equity" less frequently in this third situation than did

males. Sixty percent of females chose "equity" in this situation.

Eightythree percent of all males chose "equity" in situation number three.
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An interesting result in this third situation is that a factor

in the choice of "equality" seemed to be crosssex psychological

gender identification. "Feminine" males as indicated by the Bem

SexRole Inventory, have a stronger identification "female" character

istics than "male" characteristics. "Masculine" females as indicated

by the Ben SexRole Inventory, have a stronger identification with

"male" characteristics than "female" characteristics. "Androgynous"

females described themselves as having to a great degree, character

istics of both males and females. This crosssex psychological gender

identification may have caused a more ambiguous situation for these

subjects. These subjects might not have been certain how they were

"supposed" to respond as defined by social sexroles. Should they be

"typicallymale" or "typicallyfemale"? If they wanted to go against

society's sexrole constraints it may not have been clear which norm

to choose. Whatever the reasons, "Feminine" males, "Masculine" females,

and "Androgynous" females responded statistically different than other

subjects in dividing a reward to two workers who would interact in the

future.

Practical Implications

The results of this study may have many implications in the

business world. That no biological sex difference was found in reward

allocation behavior may be a sign of changing attitudes. Today, more

women are joining the workforce in positions where they work with men

as equals. In such positions women may be at an advantage if they,

at times, behave consistent with traditional male norms.
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As in any group, acceptance into a business group means playing

by the rules of that group. These rules are known as norms. Norms

are behaviors which are expected by, and are adhered to by members of

groups. Any breaking of group norms, radical or repeated, can lead to

exclusion from the group. As women are trying to gain a foothold in

American business they must not break too many business group norms.

That the women in this study allocated rewards using the same norm of

allocation as did the men indicates that these women know and are

adhering to one particular group norm.

The choice of a particular allocation norm indicates what outcomes

the subjects believed were in accordance with the workers' inputs. J.

Stacy Adams' 1963 equity model considers inputs and outcomes in an

exchange relationship. (See Chapter I, pages 8-10 for a discussion of

equity theory). People in an exchange relationship, such as business,

perceive certain values for incomes and outcomes. An equitable re-

lationship will be more likely to exist if the perceptions of incomes

and outcomes match for a supervisor and a subordinate. The women and

men in this study apparently perceived the inputs of Person A and of

Person B in a similar way. Women and men allocated rewards to Person A

and to Person B in the same way. Both women and men allocated rewards

on the basis of productivity. That both women and men viewed product-

ivity as having the most importance in this study may indicate that

these women and men will agree on productivity as the basis for

allocation in the business world. If this is true, perceptions of the

value of inputs and outcomes in business may match quite well between

women and men.
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For an exchange relationship to be perceived as equitable the

values of inputs and outcomes, as perceived by the supervisor and the

subordinate, must match quite well. If a subordinate believes she

is contributing greatly to the effectiveness of a work group, but is

not being rewarded for that contribution, an inequitable exchange

relationship will exist. As previous research indicates that women

are concerned about the social aspects of a group and men are concerned

with the productivity of a group, it would seem that women and men

may perceive differing inputs into a group as having different values.

This differing perception could lead to the feeling of inequity in an

exchange relationship. If men reward strictly on productivity and if

women reward on other less quantitative factors, women and men working

together could encounter difficulties. A man working for a woman may

believe many of his accomplishments are overlooked. A woman working

for a man may believe many of her accomplishments are overlooked. In

this study anyway, women and men both used the same factor, product-

ivity, in allocating rewards.

The special abilities women can bring to the business world should

not be overlooked. Many women may be better at interpersonal commun-

ication than men. Nothing is more important in working with others

than the understanding which comes from effective communication.

Without effective communication, problems go unresolved. Women may

be more adept at dealing with people as individuals. They may be able

to understand that people have differing needs and motives. If the

needs and motives of a person are known, it is possible to meet those

needs and to motivate them. It is very important that business
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organizations meet the needs of their employees. Not everyone wants

to be an executive officer or to earn millions. Many employees

want to be challenged, to be proud of their work, to be secure in

their job, to enjoy their co-workers, to help others, etc. Women may

be able to create an atmosphere which meets employees needs. Although

women may not always focus on the quantitative aspects of productivity,

this does not mean productivitiy is not important to them. Women

may be able to see past the numbers and realize that many important

contributions to productivity are not easily measured.

The three work situations used in this study were designed to be

as simple as possible. The situations were designed to be simple so

that the factors of productivity, duration of work, and future inter-

action of workers could be isolated and tested. In the business world,

however, the situation is rarely so simple. To gain real understanding

of possible differences between the styles of allocation used by

women and men, more complicated situations may need to be tested. The

situations may have to include information on more specific worker

behavior, such as how a worker functions with other workers. While

we may say that no biological sex difference was found in reward

allocation behavior in this study we cannot generalize the working

world. Too many uncontrolled variables exist in actual work environments.

Limitations and Future Research

There are limiting factors in this study. Certain details are

known and certain details are unknown. We know what allocation choice

subjects of differing biological sexes and psychological genders made
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in three specific worker situations. The limiting factors are 1) the

effect of anonymity, 2) the effect of identification with Person A or

Person B, 3) the specific subjectpool, and 4) the strength of the

reward allocation situations.

The anonymity of responses may have induced some subjects to use

the opposite allocation norm than they would have if their responses

were to known to all. A similar study to this may need to be done

with public and anonymous conditions in order to determine the actual

effect of anonymity.

The identification with one particular worker in a reward alloc

ation situation could affect the subjects' allocation choice. To

determine the effect of worker identification it might be necessary

to actually assign the subjects a role as one of the workers. A

followup questionnaire could be given to subjects to further assess

reasons for choices made.

The subjects in this study were a select gorup of business students.

For more general information on how women anad men in other fields

allocate rewards, a more diverse subjectpool is necessary. A larger

subjectpool, likewise, might provide more detailed and reliable data.

The strength of the work situations may have also been a limiting

factor in this study. The situations describing the work of Person A

and Person B were very specific, with no room for ambiguity. The

neatness of these situations have forced subjects to make certain

choices. There were few differences in subject responses. Had the

situations been more ambiguous, the probability of differing responses

may have increased. A greater variety of response may have indicated
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more about "typical" male, female, masculine, feminine, and andro

gynous reward allocation behaviors.

The need for future study into reward allocation behaviors seems

clear. This study can provide the framework for such further study.

This study involved three very simple work situations. Using the

situations as a basis, but including additional variables would be a

start for further research. This research should examine the issue

of why subjects made the choices they did. The factor of future

interaction of the workers should be explored further. The factor of

future interaction Ichanged subject response to a productivitynorm

based situation. Would the factor of future interaction of the workers

change the subject response in other situations?

Reward allocation behavior is probably an indicator of many other

behaviors exhibited in groups and organizations. As such, an under

standing of allocation behavior is important. This study adds to the

existing literature on biological sex differences in reward allocation

behavior. This study also provides information on the allocation

behavior of specific psychological gender categories. Continued re

search is needed to clarify actual reward allocation behavior of the

psychological genders and biological sexes.
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1. Two people worked together on a task. Between them they assembled

30 gadgets. Before they started the task they were told they

would be paid $1.00 per gadget. Both people at the task for 2

hours. Person A assembled 20 gadgets. Person B assembled 10

gadgets. Together they earned $30.00, but now they are trying

to decide how to divide the money
of the following divisions would
one.)

between themselves. Which one
you recommend? (Please circle

1. Person A $30.00, Person B $0.00

2. Person A $25.00, Person B $5.00

3. Person A $20.00, Person B $10.00

4. Person A $15.00, Person B $15.00

5. Person A $10.00, Person B $20.00

6. Person A $5.00, Person B $25.00

7. Person A $0.00, Person B $30.00

Which of the above would be acceptable to you? (all, one, some)

Please indicate by number:

2. Two people worked together on a task. Between them they assembled

30 gadgets. Before they started the task they were told they

would be paid $1.00 per gadget. Both people assembled 15 gadgets.

Person A worked for 1 hour. Person B worked for 2 hours. Together

they earned $30.00, but now they are trying to decide how to divide

the money between themselves. Which one of the following divisions

would you recommend? (Please circle one.)

1. Person A $30.00, Person B $0.00

2. Person A $25.00, Person B $5.00

3. Person A $20.00, Person B $10.00

4. Person A $15.00, Person B $15.00

5. Person A $10.00, Person B $20.00

6. Person A $5.00, Person B $25.00

7. Person A $0.00, Person B $30.00

Which of the above would be acceptable to you? (all, one, some)

Please indicate by number:

3. Two people were put together as a work team. They knew that they

would work together for several months. Their task was to assemble

gadgets. On their first day they assembled 90 gadgets. Person A

assembled 60 gadgets. Person B assembled 30 gadgets. Together they

earned $90.00, but now they are trying to decide how to divide the

money between themselves. Which one of the following divisions

would you recommend? (Please circle one.)
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1. Person A $30.00, Person B $0.00

2. Person A $25.00, Person B $5.00

3. Person A $20.00, Person B $10.00

4. Person A $15.00, Person B $15.00

5. Person A $10.00, Person B $20.00

6. Person A $5.00, Person B $25.00

7. Person A $0.00, Person B $30.00

Which of the above would be acceptable to you? (all, one some)

Please indicate by number:
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Items on the
Social Desirability

Masculine Items

Masculinity, Femininity,
Scales

and
of the BSRI

Feminine Items

49. Acts as a Leader 11. Affectionate
46. Aggressive 5. Cheerful

58. Ambitious 50. Childlike

22. Analytical 32. Compassionate

13. Assertive 53. Does not use harsh language

10. Athletic 35. Eager to soothe hurt feelings

55. Competitive 20. Feminine
4. Defends own beliefs 14. Flatterable

37. Dominant 59. Gentle

19. Forceful 47. Gullible

25. Has leadership abilities 56. Loves children

7. Independent 17. Loyal

52. Individualistic 26. Sensitive to the needs of
others

31. Makes decisions easily 8. Shy

40. Masculine 38. Soft spoken

1. Self-reliant 23. Sympathetic

34. Self-sufficient 44. Tender

16. Strong personality 29. Understanding

43. Willing to take a stand 41. Warm

28. Willing to take risks 2. Yielding

Neutral Items

51. Adaptable 36. Conceited

9. Conscientious 60. Conventional

45. Friendly 15. Happy

3. Helpful 48. Inefficient

24. Jealous 39. Likable

6. Moody 21. Reliable

30. Secretive 33. Sincere

42. Solemn 57. Tactful

12. Theatrical 27. Truthful

18. Unpredictable 54. Unsystematic

Note: The number preceding each item reflects the position of each

adjective as it actually appears on the inventory.


